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ABSTRACT 
A combinatorial theorem about finitely generated flee monoids is proved and used 
to show that the set of all subsequences (orsupersequences) of any set of words in a 
finite alphabet is a regular event. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let Z* be the free monoid with null word E generated by a finite 
alphabet Z. Let ~< partially order Z* by embedding (i.e., x ~ y iff 
x = XxX2 "'" xn and y ~- ylxly2x ~ ... Y,xnYn+I for some integer n where 
x~ and y~ are in Z* for l ~<i<j~n+ 1). 
THEOREM 1. Each set of  pairwise incomparable lements of  Z* is 
finite. 1 
For any A C 2"  define 
A={x inZ* :y~<xforsomey inA} 
and 
d ={x inZ '* :x~<yforsomey inA}-  
T~EOREM 2. Let A C Z*. Then there exist finite subsets F and G of  Z* 
such that / i  = P and A = Z* -- ~. 
* The research reported herein was supported wholly by the National Science 
Foundation under Grant GP-6945. 
1 Theorem 1 can be reformulated as an amusing combinatorial property of real 
numbers: no matter how one partitions an infinite n-ary expansion of any real number 
into blocks of finite length one block is necessarily a subsequence of another. 
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THEOREM 3. .4" and A are regular sets for  any .4 C Z*.  
In Section 2 we will show that Theorem 1 => Theorem 2 =~ Theorem 3. 
For ease of reading the proof of Theorem 1 is deferred until Section 3. 
An easy corollary of Theorem 1 is a well-known result of KSnig [2]. 
COROLLARY (K6nig). Each set of pairwise incomparable elements of 
(N k, 4 )  is finite (where N k, the set of k-tuples over the non-negative 
integers N, is partially ordered so that (ul, u2 ..... uk) 4 (vl, v, ..... vk) iff 
ui 4 ~'i for 1 ~ i 4 k). 
Note that Theorem 1 fails if •* is partially ordered by subwords, i.e., 
if 41 is defined so that x 41 y iff y = yxxy2 for some Yl and y~ in 27* 
then, for a and b in Z', {ab'*a : n ~ l} is an infinite set of pairwise incom- 
parable lements of (27", 41). Similar counterexamples exist for (27", 4k), 
where x ~k y iff x = xlx2 "'" xk and y --- ylxly~x2 "'" YkXkYk§ for some 
xi and yj in Z* (1 ~ i < j  ~k  ~-1). Any necessary and sufficient 
conditions on partial orderings which ensure Theorem 1 must exclude 
(27", 4k), which shares many formal properties with (Z'*, 4).  
Theorem 3 is unexpected. One might suppose that A can be non- 
recursive for suitably chosen .4 (e.g., A the domain of a partial recursive 
function defined by a Turing Machine which accepts an input word w iff 
every subsequence of w satisfies an appropriate predicate; evidently no 
such predicate xists). 
The proof of Theorem 3 (and therefore Theorem 2) is necessarily non- 
constructive for recursively enumerable A. This is clear since .4 is empty 
iff .~ is empty iff .4 is empty but the question of whether a set is empty is 
undecidable for arbitrary recursively enumerable sets and decidable for 
arbitrary regular sets. ~ Indeed, for the very same reason, given a context- 
sensitive grammar G one cannot effectively construct he regular events 
which represent L(G) and L(G). Given a context-free grammar G, it is 
a simple exercise to construct context-free grammars G1 and G2 such that 
L(G1) = L(G) and L(G2) = L(..,G). Whether G1 and G2 can be effectively 
transformed into the regular events (or finite automata or right linear 
grammars) which specify L(G) and L(G) is an interesting open problem. 
Ullian [3[ has shown that one cannot effectively transform a connext-free 
grammar G which generates a regular language into a regular event which 
represents L(G). In fact, one cannot effectively determine whether L(G) is 
27* or 27* -- {w} for some non-E word w even when these are known to 
be the only possibilities. 
2 See Ginsberg [1 ] for the definition and properties of regular sets, regular events, 
context-free and context-sensitive grammars. 
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PROOF OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3 
THEOREM 2a. Let A C Z*. Then there exists a finite subset F of Z* 
such that ~ = P. 
PROOF: Let F be the set of all minimal elements of A. Clearly .4 = ,r 
By Theorem I, F must be finite. 
THEOREM 2b. Let A C Z*. Then there exists a finite subset G of Z* 
such that A = Z* -- ~. 
PROOF: Let B = Z* -A .  By definition B C/~. Now suppose that 
/~ r B, i.e., suppose that there is a word x in/~ c3 A. Then since x is in/~, 
x ~ y for some y in B. On the other hand, since x is also in A, y is also in 
A = A = Z* -- B, which is absurd. Hence B = B and therefore, by 
Theorem 2a, B ---- ~ for some finite set G so that A = Z* - ~. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3: For any word w in Z*, r~ is obviously regular 
since 
= Z*wiZ*w ~ "'" Z*~*;~/*, 
where w ---- wxw 2 ... w, for wi in Z w {~}, 1 ~< i ~< n. Since a finite union 
of regular sets is regular, 1~ = w (z~ : w in W) is regular for any finite 
subset W of Z*. Now if F and G are as in Theorem 2 then -4 = P and 
are regular, as is A = Z* -- (~, since the complement of a regular set is 
regular. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 13 
LEMMA. I f  Theorem 1 holds for an alphabet Z then every infinite subset 
of  Z* possesses an infinite chain. 
PROOF: Let A be an infinite subset of Z* and suppose that every chain 
in A is finite. The totality of maximum elements of maximal chains in A 
is identical with the maximum elements of A and is therefore, by hypo- 
thesis, finite. Since A is infinite, infinitely many distinct chains have the same 
maximum element u. But then infinitely many and therefore arbitrarily 
long elements of Z* precede u, contradicting the definition of ~.  
The proof of  Theorem 1 is by induction on the size of Z. For l-letter 
a 1 am indebted to Robert Solovay for his help in extending a previous proof of 
Theorem 1 beyond the special case of 3-letter alphabets. 
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alphabets the theorem is trivial. Suppose that Theorem 1 holds for all 
n-letter alphabets and fails for an n + 1 letter alphabet Z'. 
For each infinite set of pairwise incomparable elements Y ---- {Yl, Y2 .... } 
of Z'* there is a shortest x in 27* such that x ~ y~ holds for all i. Without 
loss of generality we may suppose that Y is chosen so that x is of minimal 
length. Clearly x ~ E. 
Let 
x= XxX2""xk ,x~inX,  1 ~<j~<k. 
If k = 1 then y~ is in (X - -  xa)* for all i >~ 1, 
induction hypothesis. Because of the choice of x, 
xlx2 "'" xk-1 <~ Yi 
which contradicts the 
holds for all but finitely many i and therefore by relabeling subscripts we 
may assume it holds for all i ~ 1. Hence for each i >~ 1 there exist unique 
words Y~I, Y~2 ..... Y~k such that 
Yi = Yi lx ly i2x2 "'" Y ik - lXk- lY ik  
and xj ~ Yls holds for I ~ j < k. Furthermore the choice of x guarantees 
that xk ~ Yik holds for all i ~> 1. 
We now assert hat there are infinite index sets iV , ,  N2 ..... Nk such that 
N~ D N~.+I (1 ~<j < k) and y~ ~ yqj wheneverp and q are in N~. (1 ~ j  ~ k) 
and p < q. Let No = {i : i ~> 1}. We will establish the existence of Nj 
from the existence of N~_I, 1 ~< j ~ k. 
Let 
YJ = {Yij : i in Nj_I}. 
If Y~- is finite then at least one of the sets {i in Nj_I : Yij ----- w} is infinite for 
some fixed word w and we may choose N~ to be any such infinite set. 
Alternatively, if Yj is infinite, the induction hypothesis (applicable since 
Yj C (Z -- x~-)*) and the lemma imply that I1,. possesses an infinite chain 
Ys,j < Ys2J < """ Now if q ,  t2 .... is any infinite strictly increasing sub- 
sequence of s a , s2 .... then we may choose Nj = {h : i ~> 1}. Hence the 
assertion is valid. 
But, i fp < q are in Ark, thenp and q are also in Nj (1 ~<j ~< k) so that 
y~j ~ yqj (1 ~<j ~< k) and therefore 
Y~, = Y~axxy~2x2 "'" Y~k-- lXk- lY~ 
YqlXlyq2x2 "" yqk_xX~_lyq~ = yq , 
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